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Here are activity reports from Korea 2012 to 2013 

1. Korea craft council exhibition 

  
The Korea craft council is the biggest association in Korea and about 

20,000 artists are concerned now. They had an exhibition as a their 

annual activity at Korea Electric Power company exhibition hall in 

Seoul from Nov. 07 to Nov. 13,. 2013.  Also the Korea Craft Council 

had election for new president to take over their association. And the 

new president Kwang Jin Kim shows to have more power full relations 

with WCCAPR 

 



The Korea Craft Council has many sections in crafts such as glass, 

stone, woods, metals, ceramics, fiber, etc. 

They has an exhibitions in each every year    

        Wood crafts exhibition of KCC 

 

 

2. International Pojagi Exhibition 

An International Pojagi (wrapping cloth) Exhibition was helld in 

Museum of Natural Dye Arts in Daegu Korea from May. 03 to May 17. 

2013. There were attended 13 out of countries for exhibition and 

seminar. The Pojagi was used for wrapping cloth from ancient Korea 

but it is cheged it’s functions to an arts to be used certain, screen or 

wall decorations, and many artists in countries induse it to their 

culture. The Ineternational Pojagi exhibition was held several times in 

U.S.A and Europ by Korean curators, but it was first time to be held in 

Korea by Kim, Ji-Hee who was projected and promoted. Of course 

Daegu City had helped in financial advise for the Inernational Pojagi 

exhibition. 



 International Pojagi Exhibition 

 
 

Walk shop for Pajagi 

 

                                    



                                                                                  

 Seminar a delegator from Australia  

 
 

 

Seminar a delegator from Korea Kim, Ji-Hee 

 
 



 

3. Tales of Natural Coro and Aroma for Traditional Korean Clothes 

An Exhibition was held from Sep. 25 to Oct. 30. 2013 at Museum of 

Natural Dye Arts and it was promoted by ministry of culture and 

tourism Korea and Daegu city. It was planed Museum of Natural Dye 

Arts. The content of the exhibition was to tell the beauties of Korean 

ancient dresses to young generations and to encourage the 

excellency and long history of Korea. The mayor wife of Daegu city 

had attended for the exhibition to tape cutting 

. 

Exhibition hall 

   

At the event famous speakers and designers had jointed to have 

seminars and demonstration for the attended young generation. 



 

4. Annual Exhibition of Korea Natural Dyes Association 

The Korea Natural Dye Association that was founded by Kim, Ji-Hee 

as first president had an annual exhibition at Yeongcheon of 

Kyungbuk province Korea from Nov. 09 to Nov. 15, 2013. 

Ms. Chae, Yong suk is charged it as the president of association now, 

and the former president Kim, Ji-Hee acts as advisor for the natural 

dye association Korea now 

.

 Tape cutting the open 

 

The Exhibition was held at Institutes of Natural Dyes of Yeongheon 

and they helped it in financially. 
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